In Memory of

Alexander Hartman-Nutting from Heather Cottrell Patricia Ender Kevin Hartman Barbara Healy Edith Keller Linda and Dewey Martin David Nutting Elizabeth Reutha Frances Sletvold

Donald Otis from Anonymous (2) Bryan and Nicole McGurn Joseph Rider Pattie Steffens and Bill Metzler

Carol S. Pettee from Lisa Senior

Albert K. Smiley from Larry and Charlotte Burgess

Marion Swinden from Doc Smiley

In Honor of

Jane and Neil Garofano’s 50th Wedding Anniversary from Anonymous (2) Gloria Fields and Andy Seligson Ellsworth Whiteman

George Gatch and Erica Fite’s Wedding from Anonymous Harriet Blanchard Richard Chambers Taylor Gillan Jules Kaufman and Ann MacDougall Richard Kessner Peter Lebovitz Elizabeth Rowan


Floyd Lattin and Ward Mintz from Harvey Susnick

In Appreciation of Gifts Received July 1 through September 30, 2019

Molly and Arthur Sulzberger’s Wedding from Anonymous

Mohonk Preservers

Anonymous Herbert and Beverly Chase Donald and Sandra Christian Alvin DeMaria Robert H. Koppe Peter F. Smith Susan and Jim Ulvestad

Premium Members

Supporting


Sustaining

Anonymous Daniel Chen John Driscoll Kevin C. Harp Harold and Amy King Richard and Colleen Oremus Rich Rowley and Marianne Murray Robert Teitelbaum

Business Members